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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, wad listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of claims:

1. (csncdletl)

2. (cancelled)

3 . (c&TiccUcd')

4. (cancelled)

5. (csuccllcd)

6. (cancdied)

7. (cancelled)

8. (cancelled)

9. (cancelled)

10. (cancelled)

11. (cmcelled)

12. (amended) A mcthod of Sealing or cutting optically with at least one laser beam

flexible polymeric fihns, the method comprising:
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supeiposing and bringing into contact at least two of said films together

bv actjatine a suoDort mechanism iT^terconnecunijg two iaws of an optical clamp to allow

a closing of the clami> whereupon said films are uiessed bcuvcen said iawa,

exposing an atea of the films to said at least one laser beam by directing

the: la^er beam through an apgiture of said optical c]nmx>. the area corresponding to a

fcjttKling A^^hm>t>-4n thP at leant niio laaer b eafiii volUTnC of said DOTvrrieric films to be

:;ealed Qr_,cii_U , providing an incident laser intensity, for the purpose of one of sealingw
and cutting said films,

increasing an intensity of the laser beam in the sealing volume by re-

injecting partly or totally an unabsorbed portion of the incident laser beam intensity that

has not been absorbed by tibie films back to the films by using at least one reflective

device, therefore improving the efficiency of the sealing or cutting method by having

more ligjht intensity of said incident laser intensity absorbed by the films.

13. (cancelled)

14. (orifiinai) The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein said unabsorbed laser

intensity is at least 80 % of said incident laser intensity.

15. (original) The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein said unabsorbed laser

intensity is at least 85 % of said incident laser intensity.

16. foriginai) The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein said unabsorbed laser

intensity is at least 90 % of said incident laser intensity.

17. (original) The me^od as claimed in claim 12, wherein said exposing an area of the

£hns compriaes:

focusing on the films the laser beam into a small spot,

scanning the small spot along the whole width of the films to obtain an

elongated seal, and
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controlling the scanning to obtain a high quality seal.

18. (original) The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein said scanning is continuous.

19. (original) The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein said scanning is performed

by using an optical set-up that comprises at least one mirror to scan the laser beam spot

on the films.

20. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein exposing of Jhe films

comprises shaping die laser beam into a line wherein said line is wide enough to cover

the whole width ofthe fihns to be sealed.

21. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 12, whereiiH

said superposing ttad^rinfflng into contooi the filma cumpriaoo auluating a

yiii&tvntw^4«leFe-epmeeting two jaws of a clamp to allovi- a controlled opening and olosins

<»P4htMfrk»'np loprcas aaid fllmia botN^ ocn naid jaws and roloaqG fiatd f ilms attor noaliiig or

cutting
^aid -exposing of the iilnvs-eonqgrisog direetwig-said -incidenl -lasej^'beam

through a window in one of aaid jaws, and

said re-injecting of unabsorbed laser intensity back to the films comprises

reflecting said unabsorbed laser intensity off a reflective surface on another- onjg.of said

jaws.

22. (amended) The method as claimed in claims 12, wherein said reflective sxirface is

profiled to reflect back toward the films the unabsorbed laser intensily in said volume

with an intensity distribution essentially the same as the incident laser intensity.

23. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 22, wherein the sur^e of the jaws that

are exposed to the unabsorbed laser intensity by the Him5 are profiled to allow for a
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plurality of back ttf»-and forib reflections from one jaw to the other, allowing therefore

for a multi-pass oflaser beam into 4ic fUms.

24. (orisiiuil) The method as claimed in claim 22, wherein the surface of the jaws that

ate exposed to the unabsorbed laser intensity by the films are profiled to allow for three

back and forth reflections from one jaw to the other, allowing therefore for four passes

of laser beam into tlie films.

25. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 21 further comprising monitoring said

one or scaling oi^and cutting by inspecting, using an optical detection assembly, said

area of the films through the epftea^-wiadew-aperture of the clamp^ while the said one of

sealing <»»-and cutting is being performed.

26. (amended) A method of Optically sealing and cutting flexible polymeric fihns with at

least one laser beam having a shaped intensity profile, the method comprising:

shaping the at least one laser beam intensity profile by using an optical

device to provide the desired intensity profile to provide two seal ret>iong separated bv a

cut region,

superposing and bringing into contact at least two of said films together

fetLactiiating^a^su^^ i^>\'s ofan optical clamp to allow

a closing of the clamo whereupon said films ai e pressed betwee? ^ gaid jaws, and

exposing an area of the films using appropriate optical elements, the area

being referred to as a scal-cut-seal volume, to said desired intensity profile for the

putpose of obtaining in one exposure step two sealed regions where tlie films are sealed

togedier separated by a cut region where the films have been cut and wherein by the time

the cut region is performed, the sealed regions are sealed.

27. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 26, wherein the laser beam intensity

profile 15 a Gautssiau profile wjlh n widlh .
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28. (amended) The method 35 claimed in claim 26, wherein each of said sealed regions

are being larger than said eH#H»^^ut.rogion.

29. (umtndttx) The method as claimed in claim 26, wherein said beam shaping

comprises the use of a-lenses-arid-epiScrti filtcra aoaombly.

30. (original) The method as claimed in claim 26, wherein said laser beam intensity

profile comprises an intensity profile having a dimension at least larger than the width of

said films for the purpose ofcovering the whole width of the films to be sealed or cut.

31. (original) The method as claimed in claim 26, wherein said shaping the laser beam

intensity profile comprises focusing into a small spot tlie laser beam for the purpose of

Bcanning said spot along the seal-cut-seal volume ofthe films.

32. (origiiial) The method as claimed in claim 26 further comprising monitoring said

sealing and cuttuig by inspecting said scaled regions using an optical detection

assembly.

33. (oiigirtai) The method as claimed in claim 32, wherein said optical detection

assembly shares some of said optical elements.

34. CiiTnended) A method of forming, sealing and cutting optically, and filling a pouch

with a liquid at high speed, said method comprising the steps of:

i) providing a vertical tube, made ofpolymeric film, that is at ]o^si partially

oHotaHi-filled with a liquid, Of that being filled with a liquid;

ii) flattening a filled section of said tube bv actuaitiis> a sutmort mechanism

inlcrcorncciing iwo iaws of an oufical damn to allow a closing i>rihc damp wh<rr<^WCT

said films are pressed be^veen said ]aws for a determined time interval wing un optical

noallng olamp for subsequent optical sealing and cutting ofsaid section of said tube;
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iii) exposing said section of said tube to at least one Jaser beam intensity, for

a time exposure interval t, to heat in a controlled manner said section of said tube, said

intensity being shaped to obtain a desired intensity profile and to provide a

corresponding absorbed intensity profile in said section of said tube;

iv) providing a desired heat amount to said section of said tube by optimizing

a combination of said absorbed intensity profile, said time exposure interval, and by

heating ifrequired said optical sealing clamp;

v) obtaining as a result two seals across said section of said tube and

simultaneously severing said tube between the seals, to form a top seal for a filled pouch

that is separated fefi-n-from said tube and a bottom seal for said vertical tube.

35. (origiiiaJ) The method as claimed in claim 34, wherein said providing a vertical

tube comprises the steps of:

providing, in roll form, a polymeric film,

drawing said film by drawings means, over a tube former to form said

vertical tube having an overlapped vertical film edge,

seating said overlapped vertical edge with a vertical sealer to form a

vertical seal,

continuously feeding a liquid within said tube below said vertical sealer

and above said optical sealing clamp.

36. (amended) Thc method as claimed in claim 34, wherein said optical sealing clamp

comprises;

two jaws wherein at least one of said jaws can be moved to allow a

closing and an opening of the clamp;

one of said jaws, being a contact jaw, to bring into contact an inner wall

of said sectiot^ of said tube;

the other jaw, being an optical jaw, having an opticQl ivindovv apeiture to

let said at least one laser beam intensity pass through it, providing the exposing of the
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section of the tube to tiie laser beam, and wherein said window apeitiirg is wide enou^

to allow to optically seal or cut the whole width of said section ofsaid tube; aad

support means to interconnect saidjaws and to allow a contioUed opening

and closing of the clamp.

37. (cancelleiT)

38- (imiCTdtjd) The method as claimed in claim 36, wherein said ancrtiire comprises an

optical window k-made of a material transparent to the laser beam.

39. (origina]) The method as claimed in claim 36, wherein said contact jaw has a

profile to compress said inner wall of said tiibe together either by applying pressure or

tension on said tube at the point of sealing and cutting.

40. (origiiMJ) The method as claimed in claim 39» wherein said support means

comprises an interconnection on at least one end of said jaws that leaves a free space

between the jaws to let the tube pass through and wherein said support means provides

for said opening to be large enough to allow for said filled pouch to pass through,

41. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 36, forther comprising le-injecting, M
te^partially or totally, said laser beam intensity that has not been absorbed in step iiO

by means of a reflective property of said optical sealing clamp, to enhance in a

controlled manner said desired heat in the said section of said tube.

42. (original) The method as claimed in claim 41, wherein said contact jaw has a

profiled surface that reflects partly or totally the laser beam intensity that has not been

absorbed in step iii) back to the tube.
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43. (origin^) The method as claimed in claim 42, wherein said optical jaw has a

profiled surface that reflects partly or totally the laser beexn inteiisity that has not been

absorbed by the tube back to the tube.

44. (urncndcd) The me&od as claimed in claim 43, wherein the surface of the jaws are

profiled to allow for a plurality of back afi-^nd^forth reflections from one jaw to the

other, allowing therefore for a multi-pass ofthe laser beam intensity into the films.

45. (origiT^ai) The method as claimed in claim 43, wherein the surface of the jaws are

profiled to allow tor three back and forth reflections from one jaw to the other, allowing

therefore for four passes of the laser beam intensity into the films.

46. (original) The method as claimed in claim 34, wherein said exposing comprises:

focusing on said section of said tube the laser beam intensity into a small

spot;

scanning the small spot along the whole width of said section of said tube

to obtain an elongated seal; and

controlling the scanning to obtain a high quality seal.

47. (original) The method as claimed in claim 46, wherein said scanning is continuous

inthne.

48- (original) The method as claimed in claim 46, wherein said scanning is performed

by using an optical set-up that comprises at least one mirror to scan the laser beam spot

on the fihns.

49- (original) The method as claimed in claim 34, wherein Said exposing said section of

said tube comprises shaping the laser beam into a line wherein said line is wide enough

to cover the whole width of the section ofthe tube to be sealed.
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50. (amcndwl) The method as claimed in claim 34, wheiein the desired intensity profile

is a Gaussian profile with a widih.

51. (origroai) The method as claimed in claim 34, wherein said beam intensity being

shaped is performed by using a lenses and optical filters assembly.

52. (original} The method as claimed in claim 34, wherein said desired intensity profile

comprises an intensity profile having a dimension at least laiger than the widtihi of said

tube for the purpose of covering the whole width of the tube to be sealed and cut.

53. (onijina}) The mediod as claimed in claim 36 fiirther comprising monitohng said

scaling and cutting wliile said seals are being performed by inspecting, using an optical

detection assembly, said section of said tube through the optical window of the optical

sealing clamp.

54. (amcndni) A method of sealing or sealing-and-cutting packages made with

polymeric fihns using at least one laser source and at least one optical sealing clamp, the

method comprising the steps of:

i) providing a partially or completely formed package that is partially or

completely filled with its content or being filled \vith its content;

ii) superposing and bringing into contact an inner wall of a section of said

package for subsequent sealing by rnGQihi of an optical oealing clamp actuating two j
aws

of an optical i;eulin'j damn to allow it closing of the damn whereupon said films are

pressed bcCwc^en said iaws:

iii) exposing fur a time exposure interval r, said section of said package to at

least one laser beam intensity^ for a time BxpQgnM=Q-4nteFw4^ by directin|Z the laser beitm

ihiQLii^ an aperture of the damn to beat in a controlled manner said section of said

package, said intensity being shaped to obtain a desired intensity profile and to provide a

con'esponding absorbed intensity profile in said section of said package;
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iv) providing a desired heat amount to said section of said package in order

to perform et#iey<>ne 'uLa sealing operation e>F-aTid_a sealing-and-cutfcing operation, by

optimizing a combination of said absorbed intensity profile, said time exposure interval,

and by heating i-Prcqtiired said optical sealing clamp upon demand :

v) obtaining as a result in the case of the sealing operation, a seal across said

section of said package, and in the case of the sealing-and-cutting operation, two seals

across said section of said package and simultaneously a cut region between the two

seals where the package is cut.

55. (orieinai) ITie method as claimed in claim 54, wherein step i) comprises:

providing, in roll form, two polymeric film sheets,

drawing one of said film sheets over a packaging station where the

content of the package is deposited on the film,

drawing the second film sheet over said content to foim said partially

formed package.

56. conpnai) The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein step i) comprises providing a

tube made ofpolymeric film.

57. (origin^) Thc method as claimed in claim 54, wherein step i) comprises providing a

bag made ofa polymeric ISlm.

58. (amended) The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein one; of said eptietil-fiealijag

-two jaws wh<>rf^in-;j4-4^as L mio of f^flid jnw.^ oQii ho movtid is a movable i&w

to allow a closing and an opening of the clamp;

one of said jaws, being a contact jaw, to bring into contact said inner wall

of said section of said pacicage;

tlie other jaw, being an optical jaw, having an optical w^nd^>^v aperture to

let said at least one laser beam intensity pass through it, providing the exposing of the
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section of the package to the laser beam, and wherein said wmdow apeiiuna is wide

enough to allow te-sald one of an optically aoQl or out sealing and onticallv cucthm ofthe

whole width of said section of said package; and

support means to interconnect saidjaws and to allow a controlled opening

and closing ofthe clamp.

59. (caxiccJicd)

60. (ainended) The method as claimed iq claim 58, wherein said option] window 13

aperture comonses an optical window made of a material transparerit to the laser beam.

61. (orieinai) The method as claimed in claim 58» wherein said contact jaw has a

profile to compress said inner wall of said package together either by applying piessur©

or tension on said package at the point of sealing and cutting.

62. (oTigiTiai) The method as claimed in claim 61, wherein said support means

comprises an interconnection on at least one end of said jaws that leaves a free space

between the jaws to let ihc package pass through and wherein said support means

provides for said opening to be large enough to allow for said filled package to pass

through.

63. (oripnai) The meftod as claimed in claim 58, further comprising re-injectmg,

partially or totally, said laser beam intensity that has not been absorbed in step iii) by

means of a reflective property of said optical sealing clamp, to enhance in a controlled

manner heat in the said section of said package.

64. (emended) The method as claimed in claim 63, wherein said contact jaw has a

profiled surface that reflects partK^^&f^Ee^ariv-at least nartiallv the laser beam intensity

that has not been absorbed in step iii) back to the package.
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65. (aaiended) The method as claimed in claim 64, wherein said optical jaw has a

profiled surfece that zeflects partly or totaliv at leafrr oartiallv the laser beam intensity

that has not been absorbed by the package back to the package.

66. (original) The method as claimed in claim 65, wherein the surfece of the jaws are

pro:61ed to allow for a plurality of back an forth reflections fix»m one jaw to the other,

allowing therefore for a multi-pass ofthe laser beam intensity into the films.

67. (original) The method as claimed in claim 65, wherein the surface of the jaws are

profiled to allow for three.back and forth reflections from one jaw to the other, allowing

therefore for four passes of the laser beam intensity into the fihns.

68. (originai) The method as claimed in clahn 54» wherein said exposing comprises:

focusing on said section of said section of said package the laser beam

intensity into a small spot;

scanning tlie small spot along the whole width of said section of said

package to obtain an elongated seal; and

controlling the scanning speed to obtain a high quality seal.

69. (oriipnai) The method as claimed in claim 68, wherein said scanning is continuous

in time.

70. (original) The method as claimed in claim 68, wherein said scanning is performed

by using an optical set-up that comprises at least one mirror to scan the laser beam spot

on the films.

71 . (ofi^nai) The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein said exposing said section of

said package comprises shaping the laser beam into a line wherein said line is wide

enough to cover the whole width ofthe section ofthe package co be scaled.
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72. (aniended) The ixiefhod fts claimed in claim 54» wherein tiie desired intensity profile

is a Gaussian profile ith a width .

73. (on'sinal) The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein said beam intensity being

shaped is performedby using a lenses and optical filters assembly.

74. (ori^iTiai) The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein sajd desired intensity profile

comprises an intensity profile having a dimension at least larger than the width of said

package for the purpose of covering tlie whole width oftlie package to he sealed and cut.

75. (amended) The method as claimed in claun 58 further comprising monitoring said

one of a sealing frfj-an cl a sealing-and-cutting operation by inspecting, using an optical

detection assembly, said section of said package through the optioal <»•inde^vaperl^TC of

the optical scaling clamp, while tf>e-satd one of a scaling t>p-i!ndji_sealing--and-cutting

operation is being performed

76. (cancelled)

77. (cancelled)

78. (cancelled)

79. (caacelled)

80. (amcDdcd) A method of sealing or cutting optically with at least one laser beam

polymeric sheets, the method comprising:

superposing and bringing into contact at least two of said sheets together

bv acluaiing a support mechamsni interconnecting two jawg of an optical clamp to allpw

a closinu of the clamp wherettpou said fUms are pressed between said jaws .
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exposing an area of the sheets, the area corresponding to a sealing

volume, to the at least one laser beam bv dii-ecting the laser beam through an aperture of

the claniw- providing an incident laser intensity, for the purpose of iins_2lsealing <w=-and

cutting said sheets,

increasing an intensity of the laser beam in the sealing volume by re-

iiyecting partly or totally an unabsorbed portion of the incident laser beam intensity that

has not been absorbed by the sheets back to the sheets by using at least one reflective

device, therefore improving the efBciency of the sealing or cutting method by having

more light intensity of said incident laser intensity absorbed by the sheets.

81. (amended) A method of optically sealing and cutting polymeric sheets with at least

one laser beam having a shaped intensity profile^ the method comprising:

sliaping tlie at least one laser beam intensity profile by using an optical

device to provide the desired intensity profile to provide two seal regions sct)aiated bv a

cm region,

superposit)g and bringing into contact at least two of said sheets together

by actuating a support mechanism interconnect! nn two iaws of an optical damn to allow

jLcJosing otthe clamp when^upon said films arc pressed between said jaws, and

exposing an area of the sh6ets-%l':aiii^^<a^f«»pHa4«^e^U&al^^ the area

being referred to as a seal-cut-seal volume, to said desired intensity profile for the by

Hir.-!titi[r^L^ >^«id desired imcns^^^ through an aperture of the damn fpr the purpose of

obtaining in one ejqiosure step two sealed regions where the sheets are sealed together

separated by a cut region where the sheets have been cut and wherein by the time die cut

region is performed^ the sealed regions are sealed.

82. (ajTiended) A method of sealing or sealing-and-cutting packages made with

polymeric sheets using at least one laser source and at least one optical sealing clamp,

the method comprising the steps of:

i) providing a partially or completely formed package that is partially or

completely filled widi its content or being filled with its content.
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ii) superposing and bringmg into contact an inner wall of a section of said

package for subsequent sealing by ffieafis-aciiiating iwo jaws of an optical sealing clamp

toaMow a closing ofthe clamp whereupon said films are pressed between said jaws.

iii) exposing for a rime exposure in Larval said section of said package to at

least one laser beam iTitensity by directing the laser beam Ihroimh an aocttuic of Che

claypp. for'a4fflie-e?^>06ure inten^al r, to heat in a controlled manner said section of said

package, said intensity being shaped to obtain a desired intensity profile and to provide a

corresponding absorbed intensity profile in said section of said package,

iv) providing a desired heat amount to said section of said package in order

to perform e-rthef-oiie of a sealing operation e^F-and_a sealing-and-cutting operation, by

optimizing a combination of said absorbed intensity profile, said time exposure mterva),

and by heating if required said optical sealing clamp,

v) obtaining as a result in the case ofthe sealing operation, a seal across said

section of said package, and in the case of the sealing-and-cutting opexation, two seals

across said section of said package and simultaneously a cut region between the two

seals where the package is cut
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